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1 Why coaching?
List the three things you are most proud to bring to teaching.

1.

2 What is coaching?
In your TLTs, use your silent debate and the research based
definitions to draw up a collaborative definition that helps you
clarify what coaching is.

2.
3.
What three things are colleague 1 and 2 in your TLT most proud
to bring to teaching?

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

“We have a wealth of talent as a professional staff and a range of
experience and expertise. Coaching will enable us to unlock this potential
and empower us all to further develop our own skills as effective
classroom practitioners.
Coaching in our TLTs can be a vehicle for Improvements in teaching and
learning to ‘feed up’ and not be fed down.”
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“Coaching is realising a person’s potential to maximise
their own performance. It is helping them to learn rather
than teaching them”
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3 Coaching roles in
our TLTs

The coaching conversation
This is the professional dialogue that takes places between the coach, the professional and
the moderator. The aim of the coaching conversation is to allow the professional to move
forward through self-reflection and by unlocking their potential in the area of teaching and
learning.

Role 1: The coach
This is the person who steers the coaching conversation with the professional. Through
the use of open questions, the coach allows the professional to reflect upon the learning
experience of the pupils in their classroom; supports the professional in identifying their
own learning agenda/goals and assists the professional in selecting teaching and learning
strategies that will help improve the learning experience of the pupils further.

Skills required from the coach
1. Relate sensitively to the professional and work through agreed processes to
build trust and confidence
2. Draw on evidence from practice to shape development
3. Understand the goals of the professional
4. Observe, analyse and reflect on each other’s practice, make this explicit and
interpret it collaboratively.
5. Use open questions to raise awareness, reveal beliefs and enable the
professional learner to reflect upon them
6. Listen actively
- Accommodating and valuing silence
- Concentrating on what is actually being said
- Using attentive body language to signal attention
- Relaying what’s been said using some of the same words to check meaning
and/or value thinking
7. Set aside existing relationships based on experience, hierarchy, power
or friendship.

Role 2: The professional
The professional is in charge of their own development, and so is at the centre of the
coaching conversation. They will be on a challenging journey of self-discovery through
open and honest reflection of the effectiveness of pupils’ learning in their classroom, and
how they can contribute to improving pupils’ learning even further. Acknowledging we all
have areas to work on is not admitting failure; rather that we have more potential; coaching
should help unlock this.
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Skills required from the professional
1. Seek out expertise and respond positively to it to acquire and adapt
new knowledge
2. Discuss practice and core concepts in professional dialogue with coach
3. Understand my own learning needs and goals and develop strategies that
respond to these through dialogue with my coach
4. Observe, analyse and reflect upon my own and the coach’s practice and make
this explicit
5. Think and act honestly on my developing skills and understanding.
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Role 3: The moderator
This is the person who will provide a check and balance as we develop our skills in
coaching and learn to be effective coaches. The moderator listens and observes both the
coach and the professional during the coaching conversation and ensures that the rules of
the triad are followed. When the conversation gets stuck they are the person who aims to
get it going again through the use of open questions.

Skills required from the moderator
1. Observe, listen, analyse and reflect upon the coaching conversation between
the coach and the professional.
2. Support the coach in maintaining a questioning style during the coaching
conversation.
3. Support the professional in developing open and reflective responses to the
questions from the coach.
4. Ability to judge the time when there is a need to intervene and judge the times
when to remain a silent observer.

4 Lesson observations
Guiding principle of lesson observation:
How does what the teacher says or does impact on the
learning of the students?
Effective lesson observation is based on evidence and not the personal judgements (likes/
dislikes) of the observer. Evidence includes:
• Quotes from the teacher in the lesson (what the teacher says)
• Teaching activities, resources used by the teacher, A4L strategies used by the
teacher etc (what the teacher does)
From this evidence the coach and the professional with support from the moderator,
should collaboratively extrapolate what impact this had on the learning and progress of the
students.

“Can you imagine what I would do if I could do all I can?”
Sun Tzu
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Watch the first 10 minutes of the year 10 Maths lesson and
complete the lesson observation grid focusing on what the
teacher says and does and how this impacts on the learning of
the students.
What does the teacher
say or do?
Good morning”- the
teacher meets and greets
students at the door as
they enter

“The grade of the work
today is A-A*”
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What impact does this
have on the learning of
students?

Possible questions to ask

This sets the tone for
a positive and friendly
learning environment at
the start of the lesson
and helps build a positive
rapport between teacher
and each individual
student.

Is this something you do every
lesson?

This sets the tone for
a challenging lessoncreates a sense of high
expectations of the
students by the teacher.

Do you think all the students
in the class would be able to
achieve this? What support
have you put into place for
students who are currently
working significantly below this
grade?

Teacher shares the
success criteria for the
lesson with the class.
• All-multiply and
divide surds (A)
• All-simplify a surd
by writing them in
the form of a√b (A)
• Most-add and
subtract surds (A-A*)

Students are clear about
what they will be learning
in the lesson, what the
expectations are and
how they will build on
their knowledge and
understanding of surds
throughout the lesson.

“Write down what grade
you think you will achieve/
working toward this
lesson.”

Students have a learning
goal to aim for this lesson
that they have determined
themselves - creates
motivation.

What is your intention behind
this approach?

Starter on whiteboard
Targeted questioning by
the teacher- no hands up
√25- Rudolfo
√100- Adrian
√16- Bart
“Write down a definition of
what are irrational numbers
with an example that is
different from root of 3.”

T=“Nadar, can you give me
a surd?”
Nadar =“Square root of 3”
T=“Give me another
example”
Nadar=“Square root of 8
Do we agree with him?”

Could you tell which students
agreed or disagreed with
Nadar, after you asked the
question?
Do you think the use of a whole
class response system would
have benefited the students’
learning here? How?

Activity on the whiteboard
“Thinking time first”

S=“169”
T=“Say the whole number”
S=“Root of 169”
T=“Thank you”
T=“Alright, you guys ok
with this?”
Class= “Yeees”
T=“Raise your hand if you
have understood”
Does the learning goal have to
be a grade? Would one point
off the success criteria work
just as effectively, or more
effectively?

Class responded collectively
“yes” to say that they
understood the work. Is
there a way of checking this
before you move on? How do
you think this might help the
learning in the next part of the
lesson?

Mini-plenary- teacher
returns to success criteria.
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5 Lesson observations
with a focus

Guiding principle of lesson observation:
How does what the teacher says or does impact on the
learning of the students?
Now watch the lesson again, and pick out what the teacher says and does that is
connected with your area of focus. For example, if your focus is B4L, then your notes
should only be on what the teacher says and does that has an impact on B4L to support
the learning of the students.
What does the teacher
say or do?
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What impact does this
have on the learning of
students?

Possible questions to ask
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6 Questioning

Here are some example questions under different teaching and learning focus areas that
can
helparea
you get the coaching conversation
started. Of course follow up questions can be
Focus
Coaching questions
used, where relevant, to explore further detail of the issues.
Planning

• What were the learning objectives for the lesson?
• How were the learning objectives differentiated to
meet the needs of (named individual or group)?

• You organised specific resources to help (named

Top two tips for effective questioning
1. Always use open questions, i.e. cannot have a ‘yes’
or ‘no’ answer
2. Avoid asking ‘why’ questions

•
•

individual or group). Let’s talk about how effectively
these supported his/her/their meeting of the learning
objectives.
How do the learning objectives for the lesson
develop from previous work?
What next steps in pupils’ learning in this issue/area?

Skills
One of the most important skills of a coach will be questioning that allows the professional
learner to reflect and unpack the learning intentions in the classroom and how far they
achieved these, with a focus on how things could be done differently next time.

Differentiation

individual or groups) achieves well?

• What support was offered to pupils with SEN/ EAL?
• How does this lesson link to previous learning/
the next lesson for (named individual or group)?

• How do you know that the needs of

For example, the coach asks ‘Why did you take answers only from pupils with their hand
up?’ The professional learner replies, ‘I did this because my line manager at my last school
said this was a great idea’.
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achieve in the lesson?

• What else might you to do ensure that (named

The coach using only open ended questions will give the professional learner a chance to
reflect and think deeply and thoughtfully about the learning in their lesson.
Avoiding ‘why’ questions is a helpful coaching tip as the purpose of coaching is to look
inwardly at oneself to drive our own development and ‘why’ questions often lead a person
to explore external reasons that may not necessarily help a person move forward.

Instead, the coach could ask ‘What impact did you taking answers only from those pupils
with their hand up have on the learning of pupils who never put up their hand up?’. The
professional learner now has to really think about the impact this is having on the learning
of all pupils. The professional learner might reply ‘I always do this, but I can see now that as
a result of taking answers only from those pupils with their hand up I never get to hear from
the quieter pupils and I am unable to check
their understanding in the lesson during
my class discussions. I can see that this
is something I could change to help all my
pupils make progress’.

• What did the high/ medium/ low ability pupils

(named individual or group) were met?

• What were the objectives for the teaching assistant
supporting the lesson?

• How did the teaching assistant help (named
individual or group)?

Pupil behaviour/ attitude
to learning

• How did (named individual or group) apply themselves
to the tasks/ learning required?

• What was the impact of the behaviour of (named
•
•

individual or group) on their own learning/ the
learning of other pupils?
What might you do to encourage positive attitudes/
behaviour of (named individual or group)?
How was the teaching assistant used to support
work application and behaviour expectations?
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Focus area

Coaching questions

Achievement and
progress

• What were the learning objectives in the lesson for

•
•
•

• What individual needs does (named individual or group)
have that are relevant to this lesson?

• How were the tasks/ lesson content/ your expectations
•
•

•

adapted for (named individual or group) needs?
What further provision could be made for (named
individual or group)?
What learning needs are identified in (named
individual’s) communication passport? What provisions
did you make to support these needs? Were they
effective?
What else could (named individual or group) have
achieved in the lesson? How might you help them
achieve this?

lesson?
lesson?

• What does the assessment information tell you about

the class or (named individual or group)?

learning objectives set? What is the evidence for
this?
Was the level of challenge appropriate for (named
individual or group)? What is the evidence you
have used to reach this judgement?
How did you measure the progress (named
individual or group) made in the lesson? What is
the evidence for this?
How easy/ difficult did (named individual or group)
find the objectives of the lesson?
What might you do to help (named individual or group)
achieve even more or maker even better progress in
lessons?

• What opportunities for assessment were built into the
• What assessment information did you derive from the
the pupils’ learning and future needs?

• How did (named individual or group) achieve the
•

SEN/ G&T/ Inclusion

Assessment

• How does the evaluation of the lesson contribute to your
overall assessment of the pupils’ achievement?

• How effectively were you able to assess the
understanding of all pupils in your lesson?

Pupil independence and
ownership of learning

• What was the balance between teacher-directed

learning and independent pupil learning in the lesson?

• How effective was this balance in relation to the
learning objectives of the lesson?

• How might any shift in this balance be achieved?
• How much independence did (named individual or
group) take in their learning in the lesson?

• How might this be further extended?
Resources and learning
environment

• How effective were pupils in accessing the necessary
resources and equipment in the lesson?

• How might this have been even further improved?
• What support for the lesson’s learning objectives
•

Dialogue marking

could pupil’s gain from the classroom displays and
resources?
What further resources might have extended this
support for pupils?

• How effectively are the EBI comments moving the pupil
forward in their learning?

• How effectively are students responding to the EBI
comments?

Learning styles

• How did your teaching cater got the different learning
•
•
•
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• How could you help pupils improve their responses to

styles of pupils in the class?
Which pupils or groups need specific emphasis or
approaches to support the effectiveness of their
learning?
How were these pupils/ groups supported in this
lesson?
How might you develop your teaching/ the resources
used to support (named individual or group) further?

EBI comments even further?

• When you next mark (named individual or group) work,
how could you create a dialogue between the teacher
and pupil?

Other useful phrases

•
•
•
•
•

What was your intention behind….?
What might you do differently about……next time?
How else might you have approached….?
What was the impact of….?
Your chosen focus was…explain how you
approached….
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7 Coaching role play

Me as the professional
WWW:

- reflections

Using your focused lesson observation notes of the year 10 maths lesson, the section
on ‘coaching roles’ and the section on ‘questioning skills’ in this booklet, role play three
coaching conversations in your TLT with each colleague taking turns in each role: the
coach, the professional and the moderator.
Record your thoughts on ‘what went well’ and ‘even better if’ after each role.

Me as the coach

EBI:

WWW:

Me as the moderator
WWW:

EBI:

EBI:
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8 Coaching contract

9 Concept mapping

A coaching contract is an important part of the coaching process.

Concept mapping- next steps and actions

It is collaboratively created by all members of your TLT by agreeing the rules and principles
that will underpin the coaching work you do over the academic year to support your
professional development.

Concept mapping is a tool that can be used by the professional to map out their reflections
and thoughts on the learning of the pupils in their lesson around their area of focus. It
can then also help establish next steps and actions that the professional can take to help
improve the learning of the pupils even further.

In your TLT, use the wordle and your own ideas, to select the rules and principles that you
all feel should guide the coaching work you will be doing over the year.

Concept mapping can be done during the coaching conversation - it can help the
professional to crystallise their understanding and absorb the new information that comes
out of the coaching conversation, to ensure these thoughts and ideas are not lost.
How and when to set up
peer assessment
Comments only
marking
Working
with Jasbir
Traffice lights

Peer assessment

Boys’ writing

Boys
Rushing to
mark each
others work

Structuring What’s really going
groups
on in boy’s writing
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Girls

Not doing
enough writing

Some boys
planning the
writing together
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My concept map 1

20

My concept map 2
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10 Suggested model

of coaching at KHS

Window 1 (Check school calendar for dates)
Step 1:

Create/remind yourselves in your TLT of your mutually agreed coaching rules on your
coaching contract (section 8. Coaching contract).

Step 2:

Decide who in your TLT will take the role of coach, professional and moderator for window
one. Record this on the back page (section 16.record of coaching conversation) of the
‘Coaching at KHS: a handy guide and record’ booklet.

Step 3:

Schedule a lesson observation of the window 1 professional with both the coach and the
moderator jointly observing the lesson. Send an email to Anjna to arrange cover (two weeks in
advance).

Window 2 (Check school calendar for dates)
Rotate roles in your TLT, decide who in your TLT will take the role of coach, professional
and moderator for window 2.
Follow the same 8 steps from window 1, in your new window 2 roles.

Window 3 (Check school calendar for dates)
Rotate roles in your TLT, decide who in your TLT is yet to take the role of coach,
professional and moderator for window 3.
Follow the same 8 steps from window 1, in your new window 3 roles.
N.B. ‘Coaching at KHS: a handy guide and record’ booklet is available as an aide to help you with all aspects
of the coaching process. Lesson notes, coaching questions and personal reflections can all be recorded into it
to help you get the most out of coaching as part of your own professional self-development over the academic
year- it will allow you to follow your own progress and that of your TLT colleagues as personal notes are in one
document. It is a private document and no one will ask to see any of your personal lesson notes or personal
reflections. Only the back page of the booklet (section 16. ‘Record of coaching conversations) which has your
TLT colleagues’ signatures and dates will be shown to your appraiser as evidence to show that the coaching
lesson observations and coaching conversations have taken place, in order to meet your appraisal target.

Step 4:

The window 1 lesson observation takes place. Using the ‘Coaching at KHS: a handy guide
and record’ booklet, the coach and the moderator remind themselves on the guiding principle
of effective lesson observation (section ‘4. Lesson observations’ of booklet) and record lesson
notes and possible coaching questions (section 11. Lesson observation- colleague 1 or 2).

Step 5:

“If we did all the things we are capable of doing, we would
literally astound ourselves”
Thomas Edison

Schedule a time and venue for the window 1 coaching conversation to take place with all TLT
colleagues. (There is a disaggregated training day this year that will give you back the time
you have spent on coaching conversations).

Step 6:

The window 1 coaching conversation takes place. Using the ‘Coaching at KHS: a handy
guide and record’ booklet- the coach asks open questions to the professional (section 6.
Questioning skills), the professional reflects openly and honestly and the moderator uses their
checklist (section 12. Role of the moderator) to support both the coach and professional.

Step 7:

All TLT colleagues to complete personal reflection for your window 1 role in your ‘Coaching at
KHS: a handy guide and record’ booklet.

Step 8:

The coach, the professional and the moderator sign and date the back page (section 16.
‘Record of coaching conversations’) of each TLT colleague’s ‘Coaching at KHS: a handy guide
and record’ booklet to confirm that the coaching conversation has taken place for window 1.
(This is important because this page is the only evidence required for your appraisal target).
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11 Lesson observationcolleague 1

Guiding principle of lesson observation:
How does what the teacher says or does impact on the
learning of the students?
What does the teacher
say or do?

24

What impact does this
have on the learning of
students?

Possible questions to ask

25
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11 Lesson observationcolleague 2

Guiding principle of lesson observation:
How does what the teacher says or does impact on the
learning of the students?
What does the teacher
say or do?

28

What impact does this
have on the learning of
students?

Possible questions to ask

29

30
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12 The role of the
moderator

This is the person that will provide a check and balance as we develop our skills in
coaching and learn to be effective coaches. The moderator listens and observes both the
coach and the professional during the coaching conversation and ensures that the rules of
the triad are followed. When the conversation gets stuck they are the person who aims to
get it going again through the use of open questions.
Below is a checklist for the moderator to use during the coaching conversation to help
guide them in their role, please tick off and take notes to help you support the coach and
the professional.
The coach
The coach should be
steering the coaching
conversation using open
questions.

Tick off/notes

Possible questions to ask
the coach

The professional

Tick off/notes

Possible questions to ask
the professional

The professional should
respond openly and
thoughtfully to questions
being asked by the
coach to help them
reflect.
The professional should
be thinking about next
steps and actions to
help the professional
improve the learning
experience for pupils
in their classroom even
further.
Is the professional
feeling comfortable?
You can suggest to
reschedule the coaching
conversation if the
professional is finding it
difficult to continue.

The coach should avoid
asking why questions.

The coach should be
using evidence from the
lesson observation to
prompt reflection. They
should not be talking
about what they liked or
disliked about the lesson
or how they would do it.
The coach needs to
ensure that that the
coaching conversation
ends with actions
and next steps for the
professional.
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Venue and body
language
Is the venue suitable
for a coaching
conversation?
Quiet/ private - do
not disturb sign to
prevent staff and
student interruptions/
sufficient time for
thoughtful reflection and
conversation between
the coach and the
professional.
There should be open
and positive body
language between
the coach and the
professional. Eye
contact between
the coach and the
professional is
important.

Tick off/notes

Possible questions to
discuss with your TLT
colleagues

13 Personal reflections
of the coaching
process

Window 1
My role for window 1 was the professional/the coach/the moderator (circle as appropriate).
Using the coaching roles and skills page, reflect on what went well and what could be better,
specific to the role you played in window 1.
WWW:

Ensure that the
professional and the
coach do not sit with
barriers between them
eg. Sit around the corner
of the desk rather than
on opposite sides.
EBI:
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What have you learnt from your first experience of a coaching conversation
in your TLT?

Window 2
My role for window 1 was the professional/the coach/the moderator (circle as appropriate).
Using the coaching roles and skills page, reflect on what went well and what could be better,
specific to the role you played in window 2.
WWW:

What impact has the coaching progress had on your teaching and
professional development?

EBI:
Did you come across any issues or barriers?

How could your TLT overcomes these? What support could you access?
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What have you learnt from your second experience of a coaching
conversation in your TLT?

Window 3
My role for window 1 was the professional/the coach/the moderator (circle as appropriate).
Using the coaching roles and skills page, reflect on what went well and what could be better,
specific to the role you played in window 3.
WWW:

What impact has the coaching progress had on your teaching and
professional development?

EBI:
Did you come across any issues or barriers?

How could your TLT overcomes these? What support could you access?
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What have you learnt from your second experience of a coaching
conversation in your TLT?

14 Additional Notes

What impact has the coaching progress had on your teaching and
professional development?

Did you come across any issues or barriers?

How could your TLT overcomes these? What support could you access?
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15 Coaching TLCsreflections

Coaching TLC 1
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Coaching TLC 2

What did I find most useful in today’s TLC?

What did I find most useful in today’s TLC?

What do I still not feel comfortable with?

What do I still not feel comfortable with?

What questions could I ask to access any support?

What questions could I ask to access any support?
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16 Record of coaching
conversations

Coaching TLC 3
What did I find most useful in today’s TLC?

Window 1
Date of lesson observation:
Date of coaching conversation:
Name of professional:
Signed
Name of coach:

What do I still not feel comfortable with?

Signed
Name of moderator:
Signed

What questions could I ask to access any support?
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Window 2
Date of lesson observation:
Date of coaching conversation:
Name of professional:
Signed
Name of coach:
Signed
Name of moderator:
Signed

Window 3
Date of lesson observation:
Date of coaching conversation:
Name of professional:
Signed
Name of coach:
Signed
Name of moderator:
Signed
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Kingsbury High School
Princes Avenue
Kingsbury
NW9 9JR

0208 206 3000
www.kingsburyhigh.org.uk
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